Brady’s pioneering solution
for businesses managing
merchant credit risk
Automate your calculations to instantly gain a comprehensive overview of credit risk across
your entire merchant portfolio. Brady’s credit risk solution gives you the power to identify:

Which merchants provide
the greatest risk

Which geographical regions
have the highest risk

Which products pose the
greatest risks

Intelligent, configurable alerting enables you to see your changing risk picture in real-time.
Instantly view, on easy to interpret dashboards:
Any changes good or bad to the financial
situation of your merchant

If you are approaching or breaching
limits with specific merchants

When a credit rating is downgraded
for a merchant

Your exposure by merchants,
markets or products

Smarter, faster decision support
for your analysts
Provide critical data in real-time to your
analysts and free them from manual
processes to initiate competitive
risk strategies. Eliminate data
error from manual action
and increase efficiency
across your
organisation.
Have the power to
run ‘what-if’
scenarios to
understand the
impact before
events occur and
support competitive
decision making.

Features

Specify the
specific users
that need to be
informed

Configurable
dashboards,
accessible across
your organisation
Assign
scoring models
for merchants

Modern
user
interface

Manage realtime alerts via
dashboard, email
or SMS alert

Define the
automated alerts
you want to see,
relevant to your
business

Gain value rapidly from your investment
Flexible deployment and pricing. Brady’s
stand-alone solution can be pre-configured and
operational within weeks. Deploy on-premise
or cloud using AWS, Azure or through the Brady
Cloud. Select the modules you need and scale
across your organisation with ease.

Brady’s credit risk solution uses browser
independent software utilising Microsoft’s latest
HTML technology. Our customers include some of
the most recognised trading organisations
in the world.
Contact us today to find out more.

About
Brady provides credit risk, trading and logistics management
software solutions to global markets. Our mission is to empower
you to trade confidently, profitably and sustainably today and in the
future.
Our customers include start-ups to leading multinationals.
Brady sits at the core of their mission critical trading operations,
supporting billions of dollars’ worth of transactions.
We believe in long-term collaborative relationships with our
customers. Many have been with us for over 20 years. We are an
independent company, agile in the way we do business and
how we provide customer service.

Contact us today
www.bradytechnologies.com

marketing@bradytechnologies.com
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